7 REASONS WHY... Successories has been the preferred source of motivational gifts and awards for more than 30 years!

1. Motivation on a Budget You Can Afford. Our huge selection of motivational gifts ranges from fun and affordable desktop toys that cost just a few dollars each (p. 13) -- to handsome executive gifts (p. 49) that really stand out even in a CEO’s plush office.

2. Even Bigger Savings. On top of Successories great value, we are happy to offer Volume Discounts for even bigger savings for teams large and small -- call toll-free 800-535-2773 for pricing.

3. Gifts That Communicate The Right Message. Successories has the perfect gift for virtually any theme or program you want to run -- from leadership and teamwork, to service and attitude, to persistence and excellence.

RESULT: You communicate your ideas in a fun and memorable way that creates the motivation in your employees to meet your HR objectives and business goals.

4. Give Employees Gifts They Actually Want To Own. Successories has everything you need to motivate and reward your employees: gifts that are fun or humorous, beautiful and breathtaking, interactive and even useful -- truly something for everyone -- from fine crystal sculptures to thought-provoking motivational books.

5. Free Help Planning Motivational And Awards Programs. Our Employee Motivation Consultants have decades of experience helping businesses select the perfect gifts and incentives for employee communications programs -- from sales contests to training classes.

6. Unparalleled Quality. Whether it’s a simple beverage squeeze bottle, beautiful motivational wall art, or a precision chronos gear clock, our gifts are the finest in their category. No business gift or award merchant makes their merchandise with greater craftsmanship or care!

7. Our Guarantee of Satisfaction. If you are not 100% satisfied with what you got from our catalogs or web-site, just let us know. We will either replace it or issue a refund—whatever it takes to make things right for you.

1-800-535-2773
www.Successories.com

FREE Whitepapers Tips & Advice from the Experts
www.Successories.com/Resources

NEW Successories Sunglasses

PERFECT FOR YOUR NEXT company picnic, employee barbecue, outdoor meeting and much more...

INSPIRE * MOTIVATE * RECOGNIZE * REPEAT
Nothing Gets Your Important Motivational Themes Across Like Successories Gifts!

What’s the motivational message you want to drive home to your employees? Whether it’s teamwork, service, excellence, attitude, or leadership, the point becomes so much more memorable when it’s imprinted on a gift that shows your team members how much you appreciate their contributions.

Giving your team members a fun, useful, or valuable gift helps motivate them to give you their best and builds loyalty. Motivational gifts can create camaraderie and add a sense of fun and reward to meetings, pep rallies, recognition ceremonies, training sessions, executive retreats, company picnics, sales conferences, and many other events.

According to global services firm Towers Watson, recognizing and appreciating your employees makes them 67% more engaged, 30% more likely to stay loyal to your company, and can boost operating margins by 8%.

VIEW MORE THEMES
www.successories.com/Shop-By-Theme
Is Ongoing Commitment to Excellence the Key to Improving Employee Performance and Productivity?

Now motivate your employees to strive for excellence with the Successories “Commitment to Excellence” gifts – new for 2016!

According to a report from Discovery Surveys, only 50% of American employees believe their organizations encourage them to strive for excellence and continually improve the quality of their work.

For this reason, it makes good sense for HR and senior management to make achieving excellence a key organizational objective. And our new Commitment to Excellence gift rewards program can help.

Have “Commitment to Excellence” and your company logo emblazoned on notebooks, pens, memo cubes, tote bags, mugs, and tumblers used by employees throughout the enterprise.

By giving these motivational gifts, you remind everyone on your team of the value of achieving excellence in everything they do – from superior product quality and on-time delivery, to operational efficiency and extraordinary customer service – every day of the year.

Learn how to reap the rewards of daily recognition. Easy tips & tools to help your organization succeed.

www.successories.com/whitepapers/dailyrecognition
Fun Motivation

WORK HARD. PLAY HARD.
Play makes people smile. And happy people do a better job at work.

BEST SELLER
Rubber Band Balls
Fun and practical. Everyone can use more rubber bands and now they can have a ball! The plastic container, imprinted with a motivational message, holds 65 brightly colored bands. 2”

BEST SELLER
Candy Tube 4½” (346732)
Both the motivational message on the transparent tube and the sugar boost you get by eating the colorful candy inside can re-energize your team to give you their best!

REVIEW
What a blast! The team loved the rubber band balls. Fun way to say thank you after a busy time.
Leelee | Manager | San Ramon, CA

Motivational Slinky®
New and intriguing to your millennials, the Slinky will bring back happy childhood memories to your boomers. Both will love watching Slinky “walk” down stairs, making them even more receptive to your motivational message on Slinky’s packaging. 2½”x3¼” at rest.

NEW 5oz Light Bulb Jar (751584)
Here’s something you don’t see— an upside down lightbulb imprinted with a motivational message and filled with tasty Skittles! 3½”

You’re the Balm!
Sweet Mint Lip Balm (750391)
Tell your employees “You’re the Balm!” with this gift of the world’s best-selling lip moisturizer!

Motivational MoMints
Recognize any achievement with our MoMints, and keep recipients happy & engaged while discussing tough topics. 2”

STRESS MANAGE-MINT
Enjoy & Complete-Mint

SUCCESSORIES.com 1-800-535-2773
EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS & STELLAR SERVICE FOR OVER 30 YEARS
Rubik's Cube (722359)
Solve the puzzle and each side of the cube displays beautiful color artwork with an accompanying inspirational message. Minutes or hours of fun, depending on how good you are at solving puzzles. 2 1/4”

I don’t like to have fun at work.
-Said No One Ever

Tossable Inspiration
Mini Pillows $19.99 (722356)
Great for team-building exercises. Lives up any meeting. Take a break and play bean bag catch. Set includes 6 beanie pillows. 2” x 2”.

AchieveMints 1/4” (749300) $3.99

Redesigned
Can-Do Mental Block
2” x 3 1/2” (722400) $8.99

Best Seller
Teamwork Magnetic Clip Holder (741205)
Have a blast arranging these colorful people clips in endless acrobatic configurations held in place by the powerful magnetic base. A playful reminder that teamwork can be fun!

1 – 24 $4.95 $7.95 $9.95 $15.00
25+ $4.65 $7.45 $9.45 $14.95

Extra Clips: $3.99 (741200)

Thanks for Being Awesome
Handy Highlighter Set
(741210)
Give your team a “high five” and thank them for being awesome with this handy little highlighter set (and can’t everyone use a new highlighter?). 3” x 4”

25+ $6.00 $10.50 $11.50 $19.50

Teamwork Mental Block 18.99 (722113)
Refresh their minds and re-charge tension with this handsome motivational novelty. Each new configuration of this ingenious puzzle features one of 11 different themes images and affirmations. 4”
The World’s Best-Selling Collection of Motivational Art

For more than 3 decades, Successories famous motivational art posters have added beauty, harmony, and inspiration to thousands of offices worldwide.

Give your employees the gift of beautiful art through out your workplace. Not only do they add color to brighten any office, but a major research study found that employees working in an office with motivational pictures increased performance by 33% and generated 60% more revenue for their company!

Motivational decor increases productivity & performance by 33%

Published in Human Resource Management, an independent study conducted in a real world work environment concluded that workers in an office with motivational pictures increased their performance success rate by 33% compared to workers with the same task in an office lacking motivational art.

Learn more at www.Successories.com/studies